Wireless earbuds for low-cost hearing screening
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ABSTRACT

We present the first wireless earbud hardware that can perform hearing screening by detecting otoacoustic emissions. The conventional wisdom has been that detecting otoacoustic emissions, which are the faint sounds generated by the cochlea, requires sensitive and expensive acoustic hardware. Thus, medical devices for hearing screening cost thousands of dollars and are inaccessible in low and middle income countries. We show that by designing wireless earbuds using low-cost acoustic hardware and combining them with wireless sensing algorithms, we can reliably identify otoacoustic emissions and perform hearing screening. Our algorithms combine frequency modulated chirps with wideband pulses emitted from a low-cost speaker to reliably separate otoacoustic emissions from in-ear reflections and echoes. We conducted a clinical study with 50 ears across two healthcare sites. Our study shows that the low-cost earbuds detect hearing loss with 100% sensitivity and 89.7% specificity, which is comparable to the performance of a $8000 medical device. By developing low-cost and open-source wearable technology, our work may help address global health inequities in hearing screening by democratizing these medical devices.

Open-source hardware and code can be found here: https://github.com/uw-x/OAEbuds
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• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems; • Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organization estimates that 5.3% of the world’s population suffers from disabling hearing loss and 80% of people who need hearing care live in low and middle-income countries [1–3]. Hearing loss is particularly harmful for neuro-development if it is left undetected in early childhood [4–6]. As a result, high-income countries have guidelines for universal infant hearing screening — the Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, the American Academy of Pediatrics and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention all recommend universal hearing screening [4, 5, 7, 8] that is now implemented across almost all states, communities and hospitals in the United States [9, 10].

Since the neonatal population cannot provide behavioural response to conventional audiometry tests [11–14], existing newborn hearing screening technologies instead use the sounds generated by a healthy cochlea called otoacoustic emissions (OAE) [15, 16]. While we think of the ear as a biological organ that receives sounds like a microphone, a healthy cochlea, the part of the inner ear responsible for converting sound waves into electronic impulses for the brain, also generates sounds. These emissions are created when the cochlea’s sensory hair cells vibrate in response to external sounds [15, 17, 18]. So, we could pick up these faint sounds and use their absence to detect hearing loss.
The challenge is that detecting these faint sounds emitted from the cochlea requires sensitive acoustic hardware and medical devices that are expensive (5000-8000 dollars) [19, 20]. As a result, there is limited to no-hearing screening in low and middle-income countries [21, 22]. Further, in rural and resource-limited settings, getting access to hearing assessment may often require travel to an urban setting and long wait times, significantly limiting the accessibility of hearing care [2, 3, 6].

We present OAEbuds, the first wireless earbud design for low-cost hearing screening. Our hardware-software system reliably detects otoacoustic emissions using low-cost acoustic hardware, while being in the form-factor of a wireless earbud. The earbud hardware is designed to work across a wide demographic from newborns to adults. Our design streams the digital acoustic data via Bluetooth to a nearby smartphone which is then used for processing the signals and displaying the test results.

There are two key technical challenges in achieving this design with low-cost acoustic components. First, since speaker hardware components are bulky, it is challenging to incorporate the two-speaker design in recent work [6] into the form-factor of a wireless earbud. Our experiments in §2.1 show that transmitting the dual-tone signals used in [6] on a single low-cost speaker hardware introduces nonlinearities that in turn creates inter-modulation tones that can be confused for OAEs. Second, when an acoustic signal is sent into an ear canal, it first gets reflected and creates echoes not only inside the earbud case but also the ear drum and the walls of the ear canal, before arriving at the cochlea (see Fig. 3). To accurately identify OAEs, it is important to determine when the reflections and echoes of the input stimuli end and the OAEs begin.

We design a two-step protocol that uses wireless sensing techniques to address the above challenges using a single low-cost speaker in our wireless earbuds.

- **Reflection time estimation.** First, we send frequency modulated continuous wave (FM CW) signals as input stimuli. These signals get reflected back from the earbud case, the ear drum and the ear canal which are captured at the microphone. Since OAE signals are faint and non-linear, they do not create linear FM CW reflections. So we can perform FM CW processing to estimate the time-delays corresponding to the reflections and echoes and determine the duration after which their power reduces below a preset threshold (§2.2.1).

- **OAE signal extraction.** Second, we transmit a train of wideband pulses from the earbud speaker. Since the travelling sound wave traverses more slowly in the cochlea [24], the otoacoustic emissions still arrive delayed in time after the reflections and echoes of the input stimuli. To extract these signals, we first reduce reflections by only considering the signals that arrive after the duration estimated in the previous step. We then synchronize the responses across multiple wideband pulses, combine them to improve the SNR of OAE signals and detect them using our earbud system (§2.2.2).

We designed an open-source wireless earbud hardware shown in Fig. 2 that is capable of transmitting the above signals from its speaker and wirelessly streaming the microphone audio. We designed our OAEbuds hardware using open source eCAD software, outsourced fabrication and assembly ($28.30 per unit), and 3D printed the enclosures in-house. The earbud is designed to support multiple ear tip sizes that allows it to snugly fit for both newborn infants and adults. The battery in the earbud can be recharged via a USB connection within 3 hours. Our evaluation shows that on a single charge, the earbud can be used to perform up to 91 tests.

We perform a clinical study on 50 ears from 26 pediatric and adult patients across two different healthcare sites. We perform testing with both our earbud device as well as an FDA-cleared medical device that performs OAE detection. For the tested patients, the attending clinicians determined the ground truth for hearing loss using the patient’s hearing screen, audiograms, diagnostic auditory brain response, and clinical history. Our evaluation shows that OAEbuds achieves a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 89.7% in screening for hearing loss. In comparison, the FDA-cleared medical device achieves a sensitivity of 83.3% and specificity of 92.1%. Our techniques also improve the area under the curve (AUC) from 0.847 to 0.950 over existing OAE algorithms. Finally, our system can output a ‘pass’ or ‘refer’ result for hearing screening in under 70 seconds.

**Contributions.** We make the following contributions.

- We design the first wireless earbuds to achieve low-cost hearing screening by detecting otoacoustic emissions.
We first describe existing approaches to OAE sensing and their limits. We then present our two-step protocol to estimate the reflection time and extract OAE signals. Finally, we present our low-cost earbud hardware.

2 SYSTEM DESIGN

We first describe existing approaches to OAE sensing and their limits. We then present our two-step protocol to estimate the reflection time and extract OAE signals. Finally, we present our low-cost earbud hardware.

2.1 Existing OAE approaches

The challenge with reliably detecting OAEs is identifying them in the presence of much stronger in-ear reflections. There are two key prior approaches.

- **DPOAEs.** Distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) address the reflection problem by using intermodulation. In particular, the cochlea is stimulated by sending two tones $f_1$ and $f_2$. Given the nonlinear response of the basilar membrane within the cochlea, it generates a nonlinear intermodulation tone at the frequency $2f_1 - f_2$ [6]. Since reflections and echoes do not cause new frequency tones, this dual-tone approach can be used to separate OAEs from in-ear reflections. The challenge with deploying the DPOAE protocol on a single-speaker system is that hardware components introduce nonlinear intermodulation distortion at frequencies which are linear combinations of $f_1$ and $f_2$, $k_1f_1 + k_2f_2$, where $k_1$ and $k_2$ are arbitrary integers. When $k_1 = 2$ and $k_2 = -1$, this matches the DPOAE signals produced by the cochlea. These non-linearities are more prominent for low-cost speaker hardware.

- **TEOAEs.** The transient-evoked otoacoustic emission (TEOAE) protocol extracts the OAEs in the presence of in-ear reflections and echoes using a single speaker. Here a short biphasic click sequence is repeatedly sent, with a polarity and amplitude pattern of $\{1, 1, 1, -3\}$ [25]. The key insight behind this protocol is the amplitude of the reflections are linearly related to the amplitude of the transmitted clicks. So the responses of all four clicks can be summed to cancel the reflections caused by the eardrum. However since OAEs are non-linear in nature, they would not be canceled by this addition operation. The challenge with deploying this protocol on a low-cost system, is that 1) the clicks need to be perfectly synchronized and phase-aligned, so that the reflections are cancelled out. Without exact alignment, there will continue to be residual energy caused by imperfect cancellation which will make it difficult to measure the OAEs. 2) Low-cost speaker hardware also introduces non-linearities in polarity and amplitude resulting in imperfect cancellation. Our evaluation in §4 shows that this leads to degraded performance.

While other methods for eliciting OAEs have been proposed in the literature [26, 27] they are not used in practice given uncertainty about their reliability.

Comparison to prior work. The closest to our work is recent work [6] that uses the two speakers in a wired earphone. It transmits a different frequency tone from each speaker and uses an additional microphone that is placed next to the ear to create a smartphone attachment. This work has multiple constraints that limit its adoption in the target use-cases. 1) It uses a wired earphone and external microphone that are connected to a smartphone. Since it uses the smartphone’s ADC, DAC and AGC, it requires manual calibration for each smartphone model, which is challenging to generalize. 2) It uses two frequency tones that are transmitted from two different speakers and looks for inter-modulation between the tones to detect OAE. The challenge is that it is difficult to incorporate two speakers pointing into the ear-canal in a wireless earbud form factor and hence the techniques used in this prior work cannot be used for wireless earbuds (see §2.1). 3) The various hardware components are attached using plastic tubing and glue which make it unreliable and difficult to scale and introduces a DIY aspect to the system. In an informal survey of clinicians in an African (anonymized) country conducted by the authors, participants noted that this DIY-aspect introduces non-linearities in polarity and amplitude resulting in degraded performance. Without exact alignment, there will continue to be residual energy caused by imperfect cancellation which will make it difficult to measure the OAEs. 2) Low-cost speaker hardware also introduces non-linearities in polarity and amplitude resulting in imperfect cancellation. Our evaluation in §4 shows that this leads to degraded performance.

Figure 4: Challenge of existing OAE approaches on a single-speaker earbud design. Sending two stimulus tones $f_1$ and $f_2$ through a single speaker setup to elicit OAEs creates a hardware non-linearity at $2f_1 - f_2$, which can be stronger than the OAE signal at that frequency.
We then detect the OAEs over the remaining time duration.

When reflections from the case and other parts of the ear diminish with age, further, hair and debris can change the reflection profile. Note that the speed of sound is slower in the cochlea, meaning the significant reflections that occur from the cave walls. Further, we send an FMCW signal to estimate anatomical structures such as ear canal diameter which increases beyond a certain threshold. Our algorithm then uses the remainder of the recording after this time estimate to measure OAEs.

2.2.1 Reflection time estimation. The time delay when reflections diminish will differ from one ear to another due to differences in anatomical structures such as ear canal diameter which increases with age. Further, hair and debris can change the reflection profile significantly. At a high level, we send an FMCW signal to estimate when reflections from the case and other parts of the ear diminish beyond a certain threshold. Our algorithm then uses the remainder of the recording after this time estimate to measure OAEs.

Although FMCW signals could be used to estimate the length of an individual ear canal, and convert that to a time delay at which reflections diminish, we find that in practice there is a significant amount of echoes caused by reflections from the case, ear drum and ear canal that result in a large delay spread, much larger than the time of flight measurement for a typical ear canal length of 2.5 cm. An analogy to this would be that if one shouts in an empty cave, it can take several seconds for all the echoes to diminish due to the significant reflections that occur from the cave walls. Further, we note that the speed of sound is slower in the cochlea, meaning the OAE would take a longer time to return compared to if the pulse were only sent into the air medium, and this contributes further to a large delay spread.

We send a chirp with linearly increasing frequency from \( f_0 \) to \( f_1 \), where the frequency at a given time \( t \) is denoted as \( f(t) = f_0 + \frac{A}{T} t \), where \( B \) and \( T \) are the bandwidth and duration of the chirp. The phase is computed by integrating \( f(t) \) over time, resulting in the function:

\[
\phi(t) = 2\pi(f_0t + \frac{B}{2T})
\]

The signal that is then transmitted in the time domain is defined as

\[
x(t) = \cos(\phi(t))
\]

Figure 5: FMCW processing to calculate the time of arrival for reflections from the ear canal. The OAEbud transmits a chirp into the ear canal, and record the reflections from the ear and enclosure. It then performs an FFT over the chirp duration to estimate the frequency shift \( \Delta f_i \) and time delay \( \tau_i \) for the \( i^{th} \) reflection from the ear. This estimate is averaged across three chirps.

2.2 Our two-stage protocol

Instead of relying on the linearity of the acoustic hardware, we separate the in-ear reflections from OAEs in the time domain. At a high level, we first estimate the time delay at which reflections from both the ear and the enclosure drop below a particular threshold. We then detect the OAEs over the remaining time duration.

To obtain a precise resolution for our reflection time estimate, we send an FMCW signal that is close to the maximum bandwidth allowable by the sampling rate of our system. As the maximum sampling rate of our OAEbuds hardware is 31250 Hz, we send an FMCW signal with a bandwidth of 5 to 15 kHz so that the upper frequency is close to the Nyquist frequency of 15625 Hz. The time resolution of an FMCW system is:

\[
\frac{A}{2BT}
\]

This corresponds to a time resolution of 0.05 ms when \( B=10 \) kHz. We set the length of our signal based on the maximum number of samples that can be stored in our hardware’s memory. In our system we use a 200 ms FMCW signal which corresponds to 6250 samples.

Fig. 6 shows the result of this processing in a normal adult ear. We can observe a peak in the zeroth bin that corresponds to the incident chirp, and peaks at subsequent bins that correspond to reflections arriving at increasing time delays. To minimize the interfering effects of reflections in our OAE measurement, we select a time delay that corresponds to the frequency shift where the power level diminishes below a preset power threshold. In our implementation, if the power level of a frequency bin decreases below 55 dB from the power of the incident signal, we use the time delay, \( t_d \), corresponding to that frequency bin. If such a bin cannot be found, a default delay value of 12 ms is used.

We note two key points about our earbud system.

\[
\tau_i = \frac{\Delta f_i T}{f_1 - f_0}
\]
Performing this estimation is important particularly given the tonotopic geometry of the cochlea (Fig. 3) where the high frequency OAEs exit the cochlea first, followed by the low frequencies. The cochlea has a coiled shape where the beginning of the coil responds to high frequency sounds, while the inner most curled part of the coil responds to low frequency sounds. As such, when a stimulus pulse is sent into the cochlea, it is the high frequency OAEs that exit first, and it is these frequencies that would also be most affected by the reflections. By setting a time delay that is too low, there is a risk that the reflections will be confused for the OAEs, whereas setting the delay too high may only result in a measurement over the low frequency OAEs, but few of the high frequency OAEs. Our algorithm allows us to minimize the power of reflections while increasing the power of the OAE signals.

Interestingly, the ear canal creates a closed enclosure that can create a large number of strong echoes. As a result, while the length of the ear canal is only around 2.5 cm [28], which translates to an acoustic round trip time of 0.15 ms, given the large number of echoes created within the ear canal, we can have reflections as shown in Fig. 6 that arrive even at 5-10 ms. This emphasizes the need for using a system that computes the time-delays for the inner ear reflections which can be much longer than the time it takes to traverse the ear canal. We also note that we compute the above time delay by averaging the values across three continuous FMCW chirps.

2.2.2 OAE signal extraction. After the time delay has been identified, our system needs to reliably measure the faint otoacoustic emissions that are as low as -10 to 30 dB SPL using low-cost microphones that would not have the same sensitivity of the high-end expensive microphones in medical devices. To extract these faint OAE signals, at a high level, we combine the OAE responses across multiple pulses to increase the SNR of OAEs. This can be challenging especially given that the target population of this test is young infants who may move, fidget or otherwise cause noise throughout the measurement. Our measurement should also be able to reliably distinguish between periods of noise caused by the patient and legitimate OAE signals, as an incorrect classification would result in an inaccurate measurement or an overly lengthy measurement that would result in patient discomfort.

In the rest of this section, we first describe our transmission scheme and then describe the various steps needed to extract the OAE signals.

Pulse transmission scheme. We transmit a sequence of short 500 μs pulses and apply a brick-wall filter with a bandwidth from \( f_{\text{start}} = 0 \text{kHz} \) to \( f_{\text{end}} = 5 \text{kHz} \), to cover the full range of frequencies of clinical interest in hearing screening (Fig. 7). We use a sampling rate of 15625 Hz, which corresponds to 8 samples to represent the pulse. We multiply the pulse with a hammering window to reduce the effect of ringing. Each of the pulses are separated by a gap of 20 ms, to ensure that the OAEs have enough time to arrive at the microphone. We perform these measurements over the course of 67.5 seconds, which corresponds to approximately 3300 pulses.

Decoding algorithms. We describe the various steps to combine the OAE responses across pulses and extract higher SNR OAE signals.

Step 1. Pulse synchronization. The first step of our algorithm is to establish synchronization with the start of the pulse. To do this, we perform cross correlation of the first one second window with the transmitted pulse, and look for peaks with a minimum peak prominence set to 0.3e8. If we do not find such a peak in this window, we proceed to the next one second window. We note that we may not find peaks within the first one second window if the user initially begins the measurement outside the ear where the amplitude of the reflections will be lower compared to in the ear. Once the start of a pulse can be found, we can add a fixed offset of 20.5 ms to find the start of the next pulse. We also use this windowed approach instead of performing cross correlation over the entire one minute recording as it allows for real-time computation of the OAEs over the course of the measurement. In other words, our algorithm is able to incrementally compute the OAE result over windows of one second intervals, and provide continuous feedback to the user about the OAE results, and whether the environment is too noisy. This will allow the user to be able to recognize possible problems in probe fit or environmental noise in real-time instead of having to wait until the entire one minute measurement is complete.

Step 2: Noise detection. After we have a set of peaks corresponding to the start of all the pulses in a 1-second window, our next step is to determine which pulses are usable for subsequent processing and identify pulses that have been affected by noise in the environment. To do this, we apply a sliding correlation window over batches of four pulses and calculate the correlation between each of the adjacent pulses. We sum the calculated correlation values and divide it by the sum of the received power within that batch. This produces a normalized value that is invariant to pulse amplitude differences across batches. If this normalized value is above 0.95, we consider that batch to be usable for subsequent measurement, else we discard that batch. This allows us to discard specific OAE signals within the overall measurement that have been corrupted by noise.

Step 3: Combining OAE responses across pulses. For all usable batches in a given window, we look for OAE responses using the time delay \( t_D \) computed in the previous section. We use the window size of \( t_p - t_D - t_{\text{guard}} \) where \( t_p \) is the gap between consecutive pulses and \( t_{\text{guard}} \) is a guard period which we set to 1 ms. In other
words, we look for OAEs starting from the time when the reflections have diminished up till the start of the next pulse, minus a small guard period. We then average the power of all odd numbered pulses to compute, $P_{odd}$ and all even numbered pulses for $P_{even}$. We then compute the signal and noise power, $P_{signal}$ and $P_{noise}$ in the time domain as follows:

$$P_{signal} = \frac{P_{odd} + P_{even}}{2}, P_{noise} = \frac{|P_{odd} - P_{even}|}{2}$$

To obtain the SNRs across 1 to 5 kHz, we convert the above signals to the frequency domain by performing an FFT. We repeat the above process for each frequency band by taking an average across adjacent frequency bins. Specifically we perform an average over the following bands: 750–1250 Hz, 1250–1750 Hz, 1750–2500 Hz, 2500–3500 Hz, and 3500–4500 Hz. The result of this step is a set of SNR measurements for each frequency band.

Hearing testing algorithms. Finally, we describe the algorithms we run while performing the hearing test.

a) Computing the pass/refer result. To calculate the ‘pass’ or ‘refer’ screening result, as with existing medical devices, we determine if at least 2/3 of the 5 frequency bands are above a preset threshold (8 dB in our case). These parameters were determined by performing a parameter sweep over different number of frequency bands and SNR thresholds to determine values that optimize our clinical performance. Further, we check that the absolute sound level of the signal component is above a preset value of -10 dB SPL, which ensures that spurious reflections or noise that were not discarded during previous filtering steps are not mistaken as OAEs. Additionally, if the average noise level across the frequency bands exceeds 6 dB SPL, we mark the measurement as noisy.

b) Determining if probe is in the ear. To determine when the measurement can begin, our system performs a check for whether the probe is probably placed in the ear. To do this, we send a sequence of 20 ms chirps from 100 to 5500 Hz and measure the amplitude of the frequency response to determine if the probe has formed a snug fit with the ear. We find that the frequency at 200 Hz is representative of whether the probe is outside or inside the ear (Fig. 8). If the average sound level in this frequency range exceeds a predefined threshold for 50 chirps (1 s), we mark the probe tip as being in the ear and begin the measurement.

2.3 Hardware design

We design a custom hardware solution based on the ISP1807 Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) module, which combines a Nordic nRF52840 microcontroller with a variety of other components such as capacitors, oscillators and an antenna. The device is equipped with a pair of pulse-density modulated (PDM) microphones (TDK Invensense T3903) and a speaker (PUI Audio AS01008MR-3) driven by a digital pulse-code modulation (PCM) input Class D amplifier (Maxim Integrated MAX98357A). The system is powered by a 3.7 V, 100 mAh Lithium Polymer Battery, and a buck converter (Texas Instruments LM3671) is used to bring the system voltage down to 3.3V. A Micro-USB connector is used to program the device over SWD and charge the battery via a charger IC (Analog Devices LTC4124). Battery information, such as cell voltage and state of charge (SOC), is probed using a fuel gauge (Maxim Integrated MAX17048). A high level overview of the system is shown in Fig. 9.

The speaker amplifier is interfaced using the controller’s Inter-IC Sound (I2S) module. The device is preloaded with a fixed array in the controller’s memory that holds the PCM representation of a signal (e.g., pulse). The preloaded waveform must be generated at a sampling frequency matching that of the I2S module clock signals. The sampling frequency is set to 15.625 kHz, the smallest frequency compatible with our amplifier that is larger than twice the pulse bandwidth. When the device starts emitting pulses, the controller supplies a copy of the signal waveform to the I2S module, which transfers the waveform to the amplifier using its direct memory access (DMA). The I2S module is internally double buffered, and it triggers a callback for the controller to supply a fresh audio buffer to output once a previous transfer finishes.

The microphones are interfaced using the controller’s PDM module. Specifically, the module’s DMA is used to asynchronously convert microphone PDM measurements to PCM values and load the results into memory. The two PDM microphones are connected to the same serial clock line, running at 1 MHz, which the PDM module internally decimates by a factor of 64. This yields an overall sampling frequency of 15.625 kHz. The recording process also uses double buffering and produces 312 channel-interleaved pairs of

![Figure 8: Checking if the probe is in the ear. By measuring the amplitude of a chirp at the 200 Hz frequency during the beginning of a measurement, we can detect whether the ear probe is inside or outside the ear.](image-url)
16-bit samples (equivalent to 20 ms at 15,625 kHz) at a time. The captured samples are then divided into packets and transmitted over Bluetooth. To maximize throughput, each packet contains 80 two-channel samples (240 bytes total), which, when including the sequence number and overhead bytes, is the largest number of samples we can transmit in a single packet. Additionally, we also use the maximum possible data rate of 2 Mbps. In our design, the earbuds stream the recorded acoustic signals via Bluetooth to a nearby smartphone and the computation to extract the OAEs is performed on the smartphone.

The circuit schematic and PCB layout for the device was designed using KiCAD and was fabricated and assembled by PCBWay. The enclosure was designed in Fusion360 and 3D-printed using a Formlabs Form 3 resin printer. Our enclosure is designed to have a tip diameter and length of 5.4 mm and 7.1 mm respectively, which allows the rubber ear tips to have a snug fit with the enclosure. We note that for all the ear tips in our study, the base diameter is the same, and is able to fit easily on the enclosure. The enclosure also has openings for a switch to power on and off the device, as well as for a micro-USB charging port. The interior of the case is also lined with foam to reduce the effect of acoustic reflections from within the case. Table 1 shows the cost of the individual components in our earbud device estimated using Digikey, Mouser, Alibaba and PCBWay. The above numbers provide a ballpark cost which can be further reduced at higher volumes.

### 3 CLINICAL STUDY

Our study was approved by the Institutional Review Board and we obtained informed consent for all adults and parental consent was obtained for pediatric patients and patients aged 7 to 17 provided verbal or written assent. We recruited patients from otolaryngology, craniofacial and hearing loss clinics across two clinical sites. We also recruited adults without any known concern for hearing loss (n = 28 ears). We tested our device on 50 ears from 26 pediatric and adults patients up to 32 years (mean age: 18 ± 9). Of the 26 total patients, 12 were between the ages of 2 and 17. The remaining 14 participants were between the ages of 22 and 32. Measurements on adult patients were performed in duplicates whenever possible, and a total of 75 measurements are used for subsequent analysis. The female-to-male ratio was 3.2.

To determine the ground truth hearing status of each patient, the best available clinical information was interpreted by the attending physician or clinician. This information includes the patient’s newborn hearing screen, audiogram, diagnostic auditory brain response, and clinical and examination history. Our patient population included sensorineural (n = 5) and conductive (n = 1) hearing loss, as well as auditory neuropathy (n = 1) which is a form of hearing loss that affects the auditory nerve’s ability to transmit sound to the brain, but which does not affect the cochlea’s ability to produce OAEs. We recruited patients with different degrees of hearing loss spanning the full range of degrees from slight to profound (Fig. 10(a)). The degree of hearing loss for a given ear is computed by taking the mean hearing level measured from a patient’s audiogram in dB HL, and mapping it to the thresholds as defined by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association [29]. Our dataset also had ears with middle ear infections due to fluid buildup (n = 3), as well as ears that recently had ear tubes (n = 2). In total, 6 ears were classified as having hearing loss, the remaining 44 ears were classified as having normal hearing or having healthy outer hair cells in the cochlea. For our study, we mark the patient with auditory neuropathy as having healthy outer hair cells in the cochlea, as OAEs are expected in this patient.

During testing, all participants > 6 months were instructed to sit upright for the test. Younger patients were tested in the position that was most comfortable for them and their parents, and included being asleep in a supine position, or being cradled over the parent’s shoulder. All patients were first tested with the commercial OAE device in each ear. Patients recruited from one of the sites were tested with a commercial TEAODE device (Otoport Screenner, Otodynamics) that was used regularly at the clinic. This test was performed across the 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 kHz bands. We set the device to continue measuring for this full duration even if the test passed early. The remaining patients were measured using a DPOAE device (OAE Hearing Screenner, Welch Allyn) that was available for us to use at other locations. This device tested at frequency bands of 2, 3, 4, and 5 kHz. During this portion of the test, we would select a disposable rubber ear tip (Grason & Associates LLC) size based on visual examination of the patient’s ear canal. In our study, ear tip sizes 8, 9, 10, 11 an 12 were used 9, 4, 23, 8 and 2 times respectively. For the pediatric population, we used three different ear tip sizes from 8 to 10 mm, while for the adult population four different ear sizes were used.

![Figure 9: OAEbuds hardware design. We include an additional microphone for future research.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLE Module</td>
<td>10.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphones</td>
<td>2 × 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charger</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Gauge</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroUSB Connector</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB Fabrication &amp; Assembly</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Printed Case</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.30</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Itemized hardware cost. Component prices are estimated for a production lot of 1,000 devices.
tip sizes from 8 to 12 mm. This suggests that a relatively small number of ear tip sizes can accommodate a large range of ear canal sizes. We note that commercial earbuds such as AirPods contain four different ear tip sizes [30].

After completing the test with the commercial device, we proceeded to test the patient with our wireless earbud device using the same rubber ear tip. For pediatric patients, each ear was tested effectively for 45 to 68 seconds per ear, depending on the compliance of each patient. Adult participants were tested for 68 seconds in each ear, twice. All testing with both children and adults was performed by two computer science graduate students. During testing, we transmitted clicks with a duration of $500 \mu s$ and gaps of 20 ms between clicks. The clicks were set to have a bandwidth of 0 to 5 kHz. The clicks were sent at a sound level of 84 dB peSPL (pe = peak-equivalent).

The sampling rate of the speaker and microphone was set to 15625 Hz to allow for streaming the data over Bluetooth. We measure for OAEs at the 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 kHz bands. Specifically, we average the signal and noise responses in the ranges of 750–1250 Hz, 1250–1750 Hz, 1750–2500 Hz, 2500–3500 Hz, and 3500–4500 Hz. On our device, we consider a measurement a passing screen if the SNR of at least two frequency bands exceeds an SNR threshold of 8 dB, and the absolute sound level of those passing frequency bands is greater than -10 dB SPL, which prior work regarded as the minimum power for these OAEs [31].

3.1 Performance evaluation

To determine our SNR threshold on each frequency band, we generate a receiver-operating curve (Fig. 10) to compute the sensitivity and specificity values for SNR thresholds ranging from -20 to 40 dB in increments of 1 dB. We find that the SNR threshold of 8 dB maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity, yielding a sensitivity of 100.0% (95% CI, 61.0–100.0%) and specificity of 92.1% (95% CI, 79.2–97.3%). The ground truth for both our device and the medical device is the clinical information that is interpreted by the physician including their clinical and examination history as well as auditory brain response tests. We note that for one ear with hearing loss, the medical device was unable to pass the probe check despite numerous attempts to fit the ear with different sized ear tips, even though the ear tip appeared to fit well visually. For this instance, we marked the medical device as having failed the measurement.

Our device misclassified the hearing loss status for seven ears, three of these ears had middle ear fluid and infection. In these ears, OAEs were not detected, as the fluid acts as a barrier that blocks the OAEs from reaching the outer ear, and it is expected that OAEs do not appear in these ears [32]. The commercial device similarly did not detect OAEs in ears with middle ear fluid or infection. One of these ears had hearing loss, but OAEs were detected. We suspect that this is due to reflections or ear tip fit issues, as this was the only ear where the commercial device could not begin a test due to a failure of the initial probe check despite repeated attempts to pass the check. One of these ears recently had ear tubes removed which would have resulted in a hole in the eardrum which would have begun healing, and may have affected the ability to detect OAEs.

Effect of measurement time. To determine the effect of measurement time, we set a limit on the maximum number of clicks used by our algorithm and compute clinical performance when the measurement time is reduced to 15 or 30 seconds. Fig. 10(c) shows that we are able to achieve an AUC of 0.892 and 0.915, which is higher than that achieved by the commercial device of 0.822. At these measurement times, our system obtained an optimal sensitivity of 100.0% (95% CI, 61.0–100.0%) and 83.3% (95% CI, 43.6–97.0%) respectively and specificity of 71.4% (95% CI, 59.3–81.1%) and 90.5% (95% CI, 80.7–95.6%) respectively. When reducing the measurement duration to 5 seconds, our sensitivity and specificity, as expected, reduces to 83.3% (95% CI, 43.6–97.0%) and 68.3% (95% CI, 56.0–78.4%) respectively.

Subgroup analysis of hearing status. In Fig. 11(a), we show the average SNR obtained in ears with hearing loss as well as with
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normal hearing. The plot shows that for the ears with hearing loss the average SNR across all frequencies is 3 dB, while it is 11 dB for ears with normal hearing, showing that there is large separation in SNRs between the two classes of ears. We note that in the hearing loss ears, although the average SNRs are positive, none of the SNRs at any of the frequencies exceeded the 8 dB SNR cutoff. We suspect the SNRs are positive due to residual reflections from within the plastic case of our wireless earbuds. We also note that the SNRs for the OAEs detected by our system are smaller at the lower frequencies. This is in line with existing literature [33] which confirms that transient-evoked OAEs are better at mid-range frequencies than the lower frequencies.

7 Test-retest evaluation. For the 25 ears where duplicate testing was performed, the screening result for our earbuds matched in all but one ear. In our study, we also tested the commercial device several times if we were not confident in the probe fit in the ear during a given measurement. There were two ears where the commercial device had differing results between tests. Both of these ears were normal hearing ears and it took two and three attempts respectively for these ears in order to obtain a passing screen result.

4 MICRO-BENCHMARKS

We provide micro-benchmark evaluations including the effect of background noise and a comparison of our wireless sensing techniques with existing OAE algorithms. We also present an evaluation of system level issues including power and run-time analyses.

Effect of background noise. To measure the effect of background noise on our device, we played noise of road traffic from a laptop such that the sound level at a healthy ear varied from 50 to 70 dB SPL and measured the OAEs measured by our earbuds in an ear with normal hearing. These sound levels reflect the typical range of ambient background noise that would occur in a clinical testing facility that is not well insulated from noise, and which might be situated close to a road. Fig. 11(b) shows that at a noise of 50 dB SPL, the OAEs can be detected in the ear, and are above the 8 dB threshold at all frequencies. This sound level is the typical ambient noise level in an urban residence [34]. At 60 and 70 dB SPL, the SNRs at all frequencies drop below the 8 dB threshold. These sound levels are similar to conversational speech held at 1 m and a vacuum cleaner at 1 m [35]. These results suggest that testing should be performed in a relatively quiet environment to obtain reliable results.

Probe integrity check. Medical OAE devices use a closed-ended tube between 0.5–2 cc in volume as a probe integrity check [31]. This range of volumes is selected to mimic the volume of the ear canal for the pediatric and adult population. Similarly, we have our earbuds perform a measurement in a closed ended plastic tube with a volume of 1 cc, and in a healthy ear. Fig. 11(c) shows the SNRs obtained in both these scenarios when repeated three times. The plot shows that the SNRs in the tube are below the SNR cutoff of 8 dB for all frequencies across all measurements, and can be used as a probe integrity check to ensure that the device is not incorrectly identifying OAEs.

Comparison with prior OAE algorithms. We evaluate the performance of our OAEbuds system using alternative variations to implementation. We test three different protocols as follows 1) OAEbuds protocol with a fixed delay of 2.5 ms where reflections after a 2.5 ms duration from the pulse are removed, 2) conventional TEOAE protocol with a delay of 2.5 ms and 3) conventional TEOAE protocol with a higher delay of 12 ms. Conventional TEOAE systems transmit a train of pulses with a polarity pattern of \{1, 1, 1, −3\} [36]. The receiver then adds up the response across the four pulses to generate the OAE signals. We select 2.5 ms as the delay as this is what commercial TEOAE devices typically use [37]. Fig. 12 shows the ROC curves for these protocol implementations when using either 2 or 3 frequency bands to pass. We note that our implementation of OAEbuds yields a better AUC compared to the conventional protocol regardless of whether 2 or 3 frequency bands are needed to pass. We note that when using a delay of 2.5 ms, a significant amount of the signal will be reflections and not OAEs. Because of this, the optimal SNR threshold for these modified protocol is significantly higher at 51 and 48 dB for the 2 and 3 frequency band scenarios respectively. The most likely reason why the TEOAE protocol performs worse than OAEbuds is that it relies on the clicks canceling out each other well. In practice, the cancellation is not perfect and there will be a residual error in the cancellation process, in particular on our low-cost acoustic hardware that has non-linearities.
Although the goal of this protocol is to cancel out reflections which are linear, it will also cancel out the linear components of the OAEs themselves, which may also contribute to lowered performance. We note that with TEOAE, using the lower delay of 2.5 ms performs better than the 12 ms delay. With this lower delay, the optimal SNR threshold is 21–22 dB, while it is 4–6 dB when running the TEOAE protocol with a 12 ms delay.

**Power analysis.** To evaluate how long our earbuds last on a single charge, we first charge the battery of the earbuds to its maximum level and evaluate its performance over multiple tests. Fig. 13(a) shows the state of charge on the battery as a function of the number of tests. Each of the lines represents a different duration for a hearing test. To measure the voltages and state of charge, we use an on-device fuel gauge. The fuel gauge uses the proprietary ModelGauge algorithm to continuously track the battery’s state of charge (SOC). It simulates the internal nonlinear dynamics of the battery model. By analyzing voltage measurements over time, it can determine the state of charge much more accurately. The fuel gauge data is interfaced over an I2C bus and it allows us to read out the battery voltage and SOC.

The plots show that on a single charge, even when each test lasts around 60 s, the earbud can support 91 hearing tests. For context, we note that on a typical day, the hearing loss clinic in our institution sees around 20-30 patients. We measure how long it takes to charge the earbuds through a micro-USB cable connected to a wall outlet. Fig. 13(b) shows that it takes around 3 hours to charge the earbud which in a practical setting can be done overnight in a clinic.

**Runtime analysis.** To evaluate the feasibility of running our algorithm on a mobile device like a smartphone, we convert our algorithm to C++ code that can run on the Android smartphone platform and time how long it takes to execute the operations in our system. On a Samsung Galaxy S9, we are able to process windows of 1 s containing 48 clicks in less than a millisecond. This means that we are able to provide a real-time update of the SNR values throughout an OAE measurement. This real-time feedback can help a user determine if a probe fit is snug or if there is too much noise at different points in a measurement, and allows them to make any changes to how the measurement is being performed.

5 RELATED WORK

Prior work can be broadly divided into three classes.

**Health tracking using earphones.** Prior work has explored the use of earphones for monitoring physiological signals for cardiovascular sensing [38, 39], blood pressure measurements [40] and respiration [41]. Earphones have also been used for sensing jaw clenching [42], teeth motion and voice detection [43, 44]. Prior work has also explored the use of smartphone attachments for diagnosing middle ear conditions. [45] designed a paper cone that is attached to a smartphone and used a machine learning classifier to detect middle ear fluid behind the ear drum. [46] used a smartphone-connected wired earphone attached to an external microphone to differentiate between middle ear fluid, ear drum ruptures and wax blockage. [47] presented a smartphone attachment to perform tympanometry where the pressure within the ear canal is changed to assess the mobility of the ear drum. All these wired systems however are designed for assessing the state of the middle ear and the ear drum. Hearing screening, in contrast, is primarily focused on the state of the cochlea. The cochlea is part of the inner-ear that is behind the ear drum and is primarily responsible for converting sound waves into electrical impulses which are then interpreted by the brain.

**OAE devices.** Prior work [48, 49] created a smartphone interface for the probes from an existing commercial OAE device [50]. In addition to not being wireless, this approach is still constrained by the cost of commercial OAE probes that are expensive. Further, since it is directly connected to a smartphone it requires calibration for each smartphone model which is difficult to generalize. Recent commercial approaches [51, 52] use bone conduction to monitor OAEs through a headband. In addition to not being in the wireless earbud form factor, these have not been demonstrated to be low-cost. [53] proposes to use a single transducer to measure OAEs. However it is primarily focused on the transducer characterization and does not build an end-to-end wireless earbud system. Further, none of these prior efforts have performed clinical studies to evaluate

![Figure 12: Comparison of OAEbuds with prior TEOAE algorithms. Our OAEbuds system achieves better performance compared to prior TEOAE algorithms when (a) 2 and (b) 3 frequency bands are required to be above the SNR threshold for the hearing test to pass.](image-url)
efficacy. Finally, high-end personalized earphones from companies like Nura Sound use OAE measurements to customize music for an adult wearer [54, 55]. Our goal in this work is complementary in that we create a low-cost and open-source earbud system that is designed to achieve hearing loss screening with accuracies similar to medical devices.

**Earable platforms.** Recent years have seen the introduction of earbud platforms like eSense platform [56, 57], Clearbuds [58] and OpenEarable [59]. Like eSense, the Clearbuds platform does not have speakers or microphones facing the ear canal and is not designed for hearing loss screening. OpenEarable has a rigid over the ear design that is hard to operate across different age groups. We instead design an open-source wireless earbud platform to reliably measure otoacoustic emissions for hearing loss screening using low-cost hardware.

### 6 LIMITATIONS AND DISCUSSION

We describe various limitations of our current system and discuss the regulatory pathway.

**Field studies.** In practical deployments, OAEbuds will potentially be used by a range of stakeholders including nurses, technicians and volunteers. Our clinical study does show that graduate students with no formal training in audiology were able to select the ear tips and snugly place the earbuds for both infants and adults. However, field studies in low and middle-income countries might be required to ensure that our design can be used as advertised; this is however not in the scope of this paper.

**Use outside quiet environments.** OAEbuds is currently designed and tested to work in relatively quiet environments similar to commercial OAE devices. For the earbud to be used in noisier environments, a future design could incorporate passive noise insulating material and an active noise cancellation system to reduce the effect of background noise on system performance.

**Followup care and regulatory costs.** Detecting hearing loss is an important first step in addressing this complex public health problem. Other factors include human resources for performing the tests, followup care and regulatory costs. We however note that prior FDA clearances for OAE devices did not require human testing [60], which significantly reduces the cost of clearance.

**Software update to commercial earbuds.** We develop a custom earbud instead of using existing earbuds for two key reasons: 1) we wanted to achieve a lower cost than existing wireless earbuds and demonstrate that OAEs can be detected using low-cost acoustic components, and 2) commercial wireless earbuds do not provide access to data from the in-ear microphone. We however note that the microphones and speaker used in Apple AirPods and Pixel buds have a higher quality. Given that all the hardware including an in-ear microphone are already present in commercial earbuds, our paper shows that there is an exciting possibility that using the algorithms presented here, commercial earbuds can potentially enable OAE detection and hearing loss screening using only a software update.

### 7 CONCLUSION

Over the next decade, the mobile systems community is uniquely positioned to develop wearable and mobile technologies that help alleviate global health inequity. We developed the first wireless earbuds that can detect otoacoustic emissions and perform hearing screening using low-cost acoustic hardware. Our work introduces two components, 1) a low-cost wireless earbud hardware for hearing screening that works across infants and adults, and 2) wireless sensing algorithms to reliably identify otoacoustic emissions in the presence of in-ear reflections and echoes. Our clinical study demonstrates similar sensitivity and specificity to commercial medical devices and shows the potential of our design to enable hearing loss screening in low and middle income countries.
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